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Abstract - The appropriate selection and employment of efficient and skillful managers as strategic partners in planning and 
achieving designated goals, plays an essential role in the progress of organizations. In fact, experienced, skillful and 
qualified managers guarantee the success of their organizations; therefore, in all the stages of their service, including 
selection, appointment and dismissal, the observance of a number of standards shall be necessary and inevitable. Researches 
have shown the prevailing assumption in choosing the staff members is that people with the same characteristics and ways of 
thought will have a better performance. However, although a minimized level of tension between people in an organization 
results in more organizational stability, this shall distance the organization from outcomes of       constructive contrasts. In 
other words, the functionality of contrasts between similar people is kept to a minimum. On the other hand, at the post-
structuralism era, elements such as diversity, disintegration and discord are the characteristics of successful organizations of 
third millennium; therefore, homeostasis envisaged by similar-to-me management shall not succeed in competition with 
these organizations whose obvious characteristics are borderlessness, quantum management and self-change. 
Using the descriptive analysis method, the present research analyses the ways to control similar-to-me behavior and the role 
of education in it, while analyzing reasons and effects of the similar-to-me phenomenon. Results show the destructive effects 
of similar-to-me effect result in disorder, inactivity and final failure and non-fulfillment of organizational goals through 
narcissism, personal bias, recognition sophistication and homeostatic error. This may be supervised and controlled by means 
of psychological tests, assessment center, decision-making with Delphi method in appointments committee, and also by 
execution of level 5 leadership governance and taking advantage of the benefits of functionality contrasts and transformation 
management, so that the process of qualification of persons for sensitive positions before appointment, and the execution of 
policies for supervising the staff performance may be executed more effectively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The process of selection and appointment of 
managers is regarded as one of the most important 
activities of present-day organizations. Proper 
utilization of qualified managers as strategic partners 
plays a pivotal role in realization of designated goals; 
therefore, in all stages including selection, 
appointment and dismissal, observance of a number 
of standards in this respect appears to be necessary 
and inevitable. A review of past experiences shows 
various errors take place in this process, including 
similar-to-me error in appointments and its preference 
over the standards for selection of the qualified. 
Based on similar-to-me phenomenon, some managers 
of the organizations establish groups of insiders, 
assigning responsibilities and positions to insiders 
who usually have visionary and demographic 
features1 similar to that of the manager. Accordingly, 
its destructive effects are among the challenges that 
harm the organizations for personal benefits. 
The importance of selection and appointment of best 
persons to chair organizations necessitates the 
attention to challenges related to similar-to-me effect 

                                         
1  In demography: common and special characteristics 

in line with effectiveness and performance 
optimization. Furthermore, costs imposed on 
organizations by similar-to-me effect in personnel 
transfers should be paid attention to. By appointing a 
new chairman, managerial changes occur up to the 
operational levels of organizations, and most 
managers and deputies select subordinates similar to 
themselves in terms of political affiliations, 
education, thinking, vision, and other features 
(Sohrabizade et al. 2013: 85). Therefore, the way is 
paved to strip the organization of competitive 
advantage by appointing non-specialist managers. 
 
This study explains the similar-to-me effect and its 
consequences, and analyses the methods to rectify 
errors that result from similar-to-me effect on 
appointments, and studies the role of education in 
minimizing its negative results. 
 
II. SIMILAR-TO-ME EFFECT AND REASONS 
TO ITS OCCURRENCE 
 
To appoint the staff members to appropriate positions 
related to their personality variables is regarded as 
one of the most important activities of organizations; 
hence, one of the biggest challenges faced by 
organizations is the process of designation of 
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positions and appointment pf people responsible for 
them. Error, negligence and personalization in this 
process will have negative result and irrecoverable 
effects on the performance of organizations. One of 
the errors observed in this process is the similar-to-
me phenomenon and outcomes of errors caused by its 
ignorant utilization. 
As per Billsberry’s definition, the similar-to-me 
effect refers to a phenomenon whereby the selector 
person selects an individual who has more similarities 
with himself (including age, gender, ethnicity, …) 
and also has similar personality and visionary 
features (Billsberry, 2004:2). Also, in psychological 
literature regarding employment and selection, 
researchers usually warn against a potential bias 
called the similar-to-me phenomenon, this bias is 

based on the fact that selectors may pay more 
attention to individuals with features similar to 
themselves (background, social status and …) (Caers 
et al, 2007:1). 
 
In fact, based on the similar-to-me effect, some 
organization managers create insider groups, 
assigning responsibilities and positions to insides and 
share demographic characteristics and visionary 
features with the manager. Therefore, the emergence 
of destructive effects of the similar-to-me 
phenomenon is among the challenges that harm the 
organization for personal benefit. There are many 
common characteristics that shape the similar-to-me 
phenomenon in appointments. The most important 
among these include: 

 

 
Figure 1. Aspects of the formation of the similar-to-me phenomenon 

 
The study of managers’ behavior in appointments, 
and also researched carried out in the field indicate 
that the most important factors that form the similar-
to-me phenomenon are: 
2.1 Managers’ narcissism 
Narcissism is a reflection of abnormal love mixed 
with a sense of exaggeration and arrogance about 
oneself. This factor has positive relationship with 
direct aggression and negative assessment of others. 
Narcissistic persons are extremely self-centered, 
exaggerating and low level of sensibility, and tend to 
be violent and aggressive toward those who disagree 
(Martinez, 2008). This feature causes the managers to 
respond to their narcissistic instincts and make up for 
Their self-esteem deficiencies by appointing people 
who are similar to themselves and who will be their 
followers. 
2.2 Superficiality of vision and non-specialist 
tendencies 
Another factor contributing to the similar-to-me 
choices, is to regard the effective performance as a 
result of the work of people with similar 
characteristics on one hand, and on the other hand 
disregarding the constructiveness of contrasts and 
individuals’ specialist skills as well as to rely on 
similar apparent features. 
2.3 Confirmation bias1 and personal bias 
Although confirmation bias and personal bias 
expedite and facilitate organizational processes with 

                                         
1 Tendency to search for information or interpret it to confirm 
one’s own beliefs or hypotheses. People tend to interpret obscure 
evidence as a confirmation to their existing status.  

knowledge of controlled bias2 of peers in contrast 
with autonomous bias3 of nonpeers, they are 
sometimes employed to fulfil non-organizational and 
personal goals of similar-to-me managers. 
2.4 Cognitive complexity of individuals 
As there is a higher risk of decision-making in 
unusual decisions4, the selecting person sometimes 
tries to prevent unreliability (Levinson, 1999:113). 
2.5 Homeostasis error 
Homeostasis error means to maintain the sustainable 
and stable conditions in internal environment, and is a 
characteristic with which a system willing to retain its 
fixed, sustainable condition adjusts its internal 
environment. Homeostasis is in fact different from 
butterfly effect5 and pure uprising6 as factors of chaos 

                                         
2 This micro-index measures the individual’s tendency to control 
the behavior through reward, encouragement, punishment, or 
opinion of others. These people act more based on the opinion of 
others rather than that of their own.   
3 These people engage in exciting and challenging activities and 
accept responsibility for their own behavior.   
4  Decisions made in new and non-recurring situations, in which a 
specific procedural method is not determined in advance as the 
subject is non-recurring.    
5 Lorenz came to the conclusion that a minor change in the 
preliminary determinants of weather forecast will result in 
extensive changes in their results (Lorenz, 1993). Butterfly effect 
renders a logical and comprehensive justification for behaviors and 
decisions of entrepreneur, creative and successful managers who 
have managed to create extreme changes and big successes for 
organizations through a single appropriate action that required low 
level of energy. A creative thought, like wingbeats of a butterfly, 
can be so effective and can create so much energy that can create 
great organizational changes and successes, making big 
achievements with small resources (Alvani, 1999).       
6  From thought to action 
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theory1 pure thinking2 to create organizational value. 
Butterfly effect and pure thinking’s message to 
managers is that sensitive and decisive points should 
be identified and the organization should be led 
toward bog changes with the application of small 
changes. Continuous improvement requires 
identification of leverage points3 and changes. 
 
Adaptation with chaotic environments require 
flexible organizations and specialties, and this is a 
fundamental principle in the fate of present-day 
organizations. In Newtonian paradigm4, organization 
is like a machine which can move along the path 
determined for it, with an accurate predefined plan 
and with the placement of human beings (as the 
components of the machine) in designated places. 
However, big changes in various contexts including 
areas of competition, production, trade, business, 
knowledge and awareness of customers, production 
resources structure, science, technology and 
techniques, removal of traditional borders between 
organizations and societies, and the increase in the 
communications and interactions between them, have 
resulted in the emergence of sophistications which 
cannot be managed and responded inside the 
Newtonian paradigm (Hajikarimi, 2001). 
 
III. CONSEQUENCES OF SIMILAR-TO-ME 
EFFECT 
Disregard of value standards in appointing the 
individuals to managerial positions and reliance on 
similar-to-me characteristics cause errors in the 
managing of organization and deviation from goals. 
The most important consequences of similar-to-me 
effect are: 
 
3.1 Stagnation: Neutral thinking results in inertia5 
and stagnation in the organization. 

                                         
1  In chaos or disorder theory, the belief is that in all phenomena 
there are points in which small change cause extremely big 
changes. In this respect, economic, political, social and 
organizational systems, lice meteorological system, have butterfly 
effect, and analyzers should analyze related issues keeping this 
important point in mind (Alvani, 1999).        
2  1. Pure principles, 2. Pure uprising (from thought to action), 3. 
Pure economic institution. Pure thinking is a vision to increase 
productivity and create continuous value, and to minimize costs 
and waste. This way of thought establishes a method whereby less 
resources, less equipment, less time and less space may be used to 
gain more, and to approach the gains according to the needs of 
customers and with correct fulfillment of them. By means of this 
vision the pure production system can be established in an 
organization.    
3  Systemic thinking teaches us that small actions, when done at 
appropriate time and place, may result in spectacular and long-
lasting advances. This belief is recognized in systemic thinking as 
leverage principle, and is explained so: The solution to a problem 
lies often in finding the place of leverage point where making a 
small change with minimum effort of collaborators result in a clear 
and long-lasting advancement (The Fifth Discipline, Principle of 
Levers, Peter Senge).    
4 Paradigm: pattern and model 
5 An organization's tendency to retain stagnation and oppose 
change 

3.2 Lack of managerial stability: A factor that 
harms managerial stability is similar-to-me effect. 
Appointment of a person with this characteristic to 
the top of the organizational hierarchy, application of 
changes and possible transfers along with personal 
benefit are predictable. 
3.3 Demoralization and demotivation of staff 
members: As the tendency of similar-to-me 
managers is based on the avoidance of contrast, 
which leads the organization toward a conservative, 
short-sighted vision, preventing it from any 
creativeness, innovation, adaptation and improvement 
of decisions; and as similar-to-me managers regard 
themselves as peers with their senior managers, 
believe they have a vast scope of  unlimited power, 
behave completely defiant and disrespectful toward 
subordinates, have narcissistic, self-centered, self-
righteous personality with a low level of sensibility; 
they believe they should make decisions themselves 
in isolation, and they only follow their senior 
managers. All these demoralize the staff members of 
an organization, resulting in demotivation of them. 
3.4 Productivity decrease: Productivity has a close 
relationship with morale of staff members and their 
motivation for optimal fulfillment of their tasks. 
Morale and motivation are in fact essential in the 
creation of organizational devotion, and 
organizational devotion means the driving force for 
upgrading organizational performance and efficiency. 
3.5 Loss factor and organizational failure: An 
organization requires designation of a prospect, 
defining a mission, drawing-up a strategic document 
based on it, and naturally its optimal execution. 
Obviously this cannot be achieved without skillful 
and talented managers who fulfill their tasks in the 
best manner in every stage. Nowadays the role of 
management in organizations is in fact so expanded 
that the world of today is called “the world of 
knowledgeable managers,” because management is 
the heart of the organization, and decisions and 
thinking of the management plays a decisive role in 
the fulfillment of organizational goals, and poor 
performance of managers, despite the existence of 
physical, human and technological resources, will 
result in the failure of organizations in the fulfillment 
of its goals. Accordingly, education and selection of 
managers and leaders is regarded as one of the most 
important issues in contemporary organizations. With 
the occurrence of similar-to-me phenomenon, 
organizations gradually deviate from their own paths 
and incur loss. And if not controlled, they will 
collapse and dissolve. 
 
IV. WAYS TO CONTROL SIMILAR-TO-ME 
EFFECT 
 
Regarding negative effects of similar-to-me 
phenomenon on the advancement of organizations, 
ways to confront and minimize it should be identified 
and utilized, so that its resultant adverse effects may 
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be controlled. Accordingly, the following solutions 
are proposed: 
 
4.1 Before the selection of managers 
4.1.1 Psychological tests1: Performing psychological 
tests and analyzing them by skillful experts along 
with enquiries on education, prevents the 
appointment of similar-to-me managers. These tests 
in fact are effective in the identification of existing 
tensions and prevention of organizational disorders. 
4.1.2 Assessment center as a multi-layer selection 
tool: The assessment center tool, although long in use 
in advanced countries, has been utilized in Iran for no 
more than a few years in the fields of management 
and human resources development of organizations. 
The employment of this method aims to maximize the 
trust in retention or development of employees in 
organizations (Habibi and Badali 2010: 60).  Center 
for the assessment of managers, which is sometimes 
referred to as assessment center technology, is not a 
physical or geographical place, but an approach (or a 
process) for assessment. This approach refers to a 
group assessment of participants (volunteers) by an 
assessment team, using various drills and tests, which 
is carried out to select qualified individuals for 
mainly managerial positions. In the center, assessors 
take into consideration the specific requirements of 
positions, and make necessary decisions to select, 
promote and or optimize managerial capabilities of 
volunteers (Babayi, 2006: 12). 
4.1.3 Establishment of a meritocratic system and 
multi-standard decision-making: This includes any 
vision, skill, behavior, motivation or other personnel 
characteristics required to practice an occupation, or 
more importantly, distinguishes top persons from 
ordinary ones (Fulmer & Conger, 2004). Among top 
persons, it consists of those who can perform 
differently from others, or show a high level of 
capability in the long run (Green, 2008: 812). One 
characteristics of an optimal meritocracy is its 
tendency from unregulated appointments toward 
appointments based on capabilities (prioritizing 
appointments from inside the organization), attention 
to creation of equal chances, openness and 
transparency of the path to progress, accurate 
definition of each position, proportionating positions 
and persons, and commitment to in-depth analyzing 
characteristics of each position. To this end, 
meritocracy in terms of appointment based on career 
system (path to progress in job) should replace 
meritocracy in terms of appointment in position-
based or seniority-based system. It should be noted 
that in organizations where positions are granted or 
replaced based on seniority, criteria for selection and 
replacement of personnel are solely parameters like 
years of service, age and current status, and subject 
persons do not necessarily have required efficiency 
(Abbasi et al. 2014: 62). 

                                         
1 Including temperament, values and interest  

Utilizing a developed model in conformity with 
organizations’ needs, which designates the most 
appropriate factors for each type of jobs, quips 
managers with a powerful tool whereby to overcome 
to an acceptable degree the errors caused by mental 
judgments and limited logic as a result of limited 
human cognition and limited decision-making time 
(Simon, 1991: 125). In order to select managers for 
each of the five main areas of an organization (sales, 
finance, human resources, technical and engineering, 
and IT), taking advantage of expert advice, a group 
decision is made and hierarchical analysis of 
weighting, and prioritizing of criteria takes place. 
 

Table 1. Categories of personnel selection criteria and 
parameters (Moradi, Zanjani, 2014) 

 
 
4.1.4 Governance of level-5 leaders2 
Regarding the findings, managers of all companies on 
the way of excellence, including those active in the 
fields of industry, consumption, service, or 
production, weather in crisis or not, small or large, 
have had level-5 managers at time of boom (Collins, 
translated by Nahid Sepehrpoor, 2014). Most of the 
people around us have the capacity of becoming 
level-5 leaders, only one should know what to look 
for, keeping in mind that many have the capacity of 
growing to level 5. Sustainability of organizational 
success under excellent circumstances depends on 
this concept; that is, to select persons that are 
potentially capable of reaching level-5 leadership 
from inside the organization to retain the 

                                         
2  Level-5 leaders welcome disturbing facts to clearly observe the 
steps that should be taken to accelerate processes. Leaders of such 
organizations place their best people where biggest opportunities 
may be achieved. They select people who argue energetically to 
find best answers. Level-5 leaders are sacrificial and disregarding 
self-centeredness and arrogance think about a bigger goal; that is, 
establishing an outstanding company. They want the company to 
be even more successful in the next generation. Therefore, they 
select their succeeding managers along with that goal.     
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organization’s excellence (ibid.). Education may act 
to identify these people and introducing them to 

managers in this respect. 

 

 
4.2 After selection of managers 
4.2.1 Performance contrast1 
When performance contrast is in place, people feel 
free to express their ideas and challenge ideas and 
presuppositions of others. Accordingly, this approach 
is defined as a constructive challenge between ideas 
and views, and a tool for respecting opinions of 
others, even opposite opinions. Therefore, one way to 
remove the similar-to-me effect in organizations, is 
performance contrast. In fact, a contrast-free 
organization is probably a static, inactive one, 
insensitive to creating change, and change is the 
introduction to improvement. Contrast is constructive 
and beneficial when it results in searching for and 
attainment of better ways to do the jobs, terminating 
contentment with existing situation. Change requires 
a stimulus, and that stimulus is contrast, for there 
should be a degree of discontent with existing 
situation before the grounds are prepared for the 
commencement of change. Contrast in a moderate 
level (neither high nor low) is constructive and 
beneficial and may increase the effectiveness of 
organizations. 
4.2.2 Decision-making Delphi 
Decision-making Delphi is a panel consisting of 
persons in decision-making capacity (Ahmadi, 2010: 
101). Basically, Delphi is a name given to a group of 
processes used to express and modify views of a 
group, usually specialists (Pashayizad, 2008). The 
subject of decision-making is normally complicated 
and multidimensional, and the process of structural 
communication is effective in its correct and 
fundamental settlement. Therefore, Delphi method is 

                                         
1  Useful challenge between ideas and beliefs, and respecting the 
ideas of others, even if  opposed to one’s own  

useful to obtain common decisions by a group of 
different persons on a specific subject. 
The development of this method with education in 
committees results in stimulation of cooperation 
morale and development of Islamic culture as per the 
koranic verse “… and those whose affair is 
consultation among themselves2”. 
4.2.3 Change 
Change refers to the rectification of appointment 
process, alteration of allocation of financial resources 
and affairs via value engineering3 and reengineering4, 
so that the organization undergoes reshape or even 
change in nature based on goals and needs, and 
proportional to present requirements and to 
coordinate with external environment. 
 
V. ANALYSIS OF THE ROLE OF EDUCATION 
IN CONTROLLING THE SIMILAR-TO-ME 
ERROR 
 
Like the managers’ eyes in organizations, education 
may be regarded as a good advisor to management 
regarding its dominance on the organization in terms 
on information, especially in processes of the 
appointment and selection of managers. This appears 
necessary with regard to the role of information-
based education in organizational diagnosis, in order 
to more accurately analyze the structure, interactions, 
customs and methods, managerial styles and other 
elements of solution-seeking systems. Also, as one 

                                         
ینھمب یو امرھم شور  2 ; Ash-Showra, 38 
3  Organized effort aiming at analysis of all aspects of activities in 
a project from commencement of design until start-up, on order to 
reduce project execution time without cost increase or quality 
decrease   
4  The process of fundamental rethinking and redesign to increase 
profitability 
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function of education departments as per 
organizational education charter is the protection of 
organization’s resources including human and 
material, as the spread of similar-to-me phenomenon 
results in adverse, dangerous consequences for 
organizations, and regarding the sensitive  managerial 
tasks1 and roles2 and skills required for effective 
execution of these roles for the success of 
organization3, education in organizations should fully 
supervise the appointment process, preventing 
similar-to-me   effect. An appropriate appointment is 
in fact a function of very different factors, which may 
differ between organization according to 
organizations’ nature, mission and goals. Therefore, 
regarding the limited nature of rationality4 and based 
on multiple-criteria decision-making, this should be 
noted in appointment processes to put emphasis on 
which index, why, and to what extent. Therefore, 
with the help of constructive interaction with 
education in appointments commission and 
monitoring of the managements’ selection manner 
and specialized analysis of their biographies along 
with education enquiries, the appointment process 
shall be immune from similar-to-me error. 
 
The supervision of organizations’ activities is among 
other more important activities. Back-office 
supervision is defined as ensuring the good 
performance of plans, projects, tasks, and missions 
assigned, solutions, rules and regulations, and 
determining the extent of its effectiveness and 
efficiency, and general dominance over all pillars of 
organizations (Iranian Police General Inspection, 
2008). This takes place by skillful experts aiming to 
prevention and correction, and includes the following 
stages: 
 

 Determining standards and criteria as per 
predetermined goals 

 Collecting and organizing information, 
measuring the performance and activities 
executed and in execution 

 Comparing and contrasting information 
gathered, with predetermined standards 

 Follow-up and corrective actions (Khalili 
Shoorini, 1998: 384) 

In this respect, attention to and controlling of similar-
to-me behavior of managers and its effects may be 
regarded as a criterion for supervision of education, 

                                         
1  Planning, organizing, leadership (commanding and 
coordinating) and control   
2 Communicative, information-gathering and decision-making roles 
3  Cognitive, human and technical skills 
4  Mangers at times of decision-making face information 
limitations, extensiveness of problems, limitations in cognition of 
mind and time limits. Under these circumstances, the decision-
maker looks for a satisfactory solution instead of the optimal one. 
Herbert Simon presents the concept of limited rationality in the 
decision-making hypothesis, which is used as an alternative 
solution for making a mathematical decision-making model in 
economics, political sciences and related fields.   

so that similar-to-me error may be more quickly 
identified and confronted when occurred. 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 
Absorption of qualified managers and their strategic 
roles in the fulfillment of organizations’ goals and 
their success as a competitive advantage has a high 
level of importance in present-day business world. 
erefore, Therefore, prevention of similar-to-me errors 
and controlling them as a challenge to appointments 
is one of the most important tasks of organizations. 
 
This paper fist explains the importance of managers’ 
selection and appointment processes regarding their 
organizational roles, describing the similar-to-me 
error and its resulting challenges in selections of 
managers. In addition, reasons for the occurrence of 
similar-to-me effect and its consequences and ways 
of controlling were elaborated, and regarding the role 
of education in the protection of organizations’ 
organizations benefits and resources, and the priority 
of prevention and correction in education, emphasis 
was put on supervision and information dissemination 
based on framework-making and specialized criteria 
to prevent the occurrence of similar-to-me  
phenomenon by education process. Education 
department of any organization a pillar of its stability 
and powerfulness, can prevent similar-to-me 
phenomenon before occurrence with employment of 
controls regarding similar-to-me phenomenon 
required by the appointments committee for 
selections, and can confront similar-to-me 
phenomenon and its consequences by supervising 
managers’ activities and appointments taken place by 
them. 
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